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ABSTRACT

NOMENCLATURE

The uncertainty in the electricity market is an essential issue in Europe. Old and conservative structures
are abandoned by renewable energy sources. According to available scenarios it can be assumed that the dynamic revolution in this field might cause a change at the
provider as well as on consumer side. In this spirit flexible energy systems are required as a proper reaction to
this demand, which stabilize the power grid and prevent
a black out taking into account the slow proceeding of
grid development. Pumped hydro energy storage plants
are today the most mature technology providing special
services for the grid. Result of this new challenges are
operational areas far away from optimum at off design regions. More and more flexibility is needed for peak shaving which forces the machine units to faster load shifting
and more start-stops a day. Procedures to investigate the
impacts of these unfavorable machine operation are developed and validated by using results from laboratory
model tests on the one hand or prototype measurements
at existing power plants on the other hand.
The following paper will show a new path of numerical approach to simulate stochastic loads on Francis turbine runners.

PHES Pumped Hydro Energy Storage
CFD Computer Fluid Dynamics
FEM Finite Element Method
FSI Fluid-Structure-Interaction
RSI Rotor-Stator-Interaction
DTV Draft tube vortex
VKV von Karman vortices
SPP Stochastic pressure pulsation
SU Start-Up
SNL Speed-no-Load
LL Low-Load
PL Part-Load
BP Best-Point
FL Full-Load
fGP Guide vane passing frequency (Hz)
Zg Number of guide vanes
fN Rotating frequency (Hz)

INTRODUCTION

European electricity market showed of the past
twenty years of liberalization a more and more changing behavior. Regulations, European Community visions,
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may occur leading to fatigue cracks and further damages. Different examples have been
reported by Egusquiza et al. [20], Frunzǎverde et al. [28] or Dorji and Ghomashchi [17].
To prevent such failure and therefore high maintenance costs, reliable fatigue assessment
of existing and newly designed runners are needed.
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FIGURE 1: POWER GENERATION AND CONSUMP-

(SU), speed-no-load (SNL), low-load (LL), part-load (PL), best-point (BP) and full-load
tion by pumped hydro energy storage in Germany for
(FL) operation.

July 2016 (data from ENTSO-E [3]). To investigate now
climate change protocols and fed-in tariffs were drivers
the negative impacts due to this new operation of hyfor a higher share of renewable energy sources installadraulic machines the Institute for Energy Systems and
tion. The back-draw of all these efforts is an increase
Thermodynamics at TU Wien started together with indusof fluctuating power which has to be handled and baltrial partners a research program to develop a mathematanced. A future idea of our electrical grid system could
ical method for the lifetime analysis of Francis runners.
be found at [1] and is called the Web-of-Cells concept.
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of course collection of operational data have been perseveral storage technologies (for example: Pumped hydro
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procedure itself will not be shown at this paper but more
as electrical storage technologies) are used to enhance the
information can be found at [4]. The interesting point of
duties of load dispatcher and within these pumped hydro
view is the correlation between time, load and stresses at
energy storage is still the most common and feasible one.
the runner. By using this kind of measurement method we
The expected flexibility of pumped hydro energy storget an impression about the static and dynamic stresses
age is characterized by more start-stop cycles, low-load
at the runner itself but have to ask about the excitation
(stand-by) and part-load turbine operation for fast power
mechanism for that.
regulation, condenser mode for ancillary services to the
Figure 2 shows the measured stress on a protoelectrical grid and of course switching between turbine
type Francis runner during start-up (SU), speed-no-load
and pump mode as fast as possible. All these operational
(SNL), low-load (LL), part-load (PL), best-point (BP) and
modes apply to the machine unit and reduce the lifetime
full-load (FL) operation. As we can see, the stress amof the electro-mechanical parts.
plitude (black line) around the static stress (grey line)
Fig. 1 shows the power generation and consumpgets less if we reach the area of best-point. Observing
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ing frequency of the machine fN = 10 in Hz. This
phenomena seams the dominant dynamic influence
and has a main impact to runner fatigue for HighHead Francis turbines (see [4–6] for further information). Above approach and the stresses from the
Rotor-Stator-Interaction (RSI) have to be super positioned in terms of an overall evaluation of the runner.
3. If we extend the operational range into the direction
of part-load or full-load new flow phenomena like
draft tube vortexes (DTV) appear. These are more or
less harmonic excitations with defined frequencies.
4. At low-load conditions between 0 and 30% of the
nominal load stochastic pressure pulsations (SPP)
more and more occur resulting in a broadband of
exciting frequencies. Such stochastic pressure pulsations may result from runner leading edge separational flow, cloud or bubble cavitation within the
runner or some von-Karman vortices (VKV) at the
trailing edge of guide vanes. All phenomena have
in common that the physics behind is transient and
stochastic.
5. Nowadays due to the higher need of balancing power
or ancillary services machine unit operation between
low-load and full-load regularly occur whereas the
operational regions of start-up and speed-no-load
were only passed through at start/stop or changing
from turbine to pump mode and vice versa.
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FIGURE 3: FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF A STRAIN

GAUGE IN DIFFERENT OPERATING CONDITIONS
[4].
this behavior it is obvious that Rotor-Stator-Interaction
and Fluid-Structure-Interaction take part. Nevertheless,
without a transfer from the time to the frequency domain
any comprehensive interpretation of the runner behavior
would be complicated.
Figure 3 shows the Fourier transformation of the
stress signal at Fig. 2 for a strain gauge at the suction
side of the investigated Francis runner. A possible interpretation of Fig. 3 in combination with the operation area
classification from Fig. 2 follows below:

The future lifetime evaluation of Francis runner has to
include all operational areas as no parts are blocked anymore. This task gets more and more complex and new
methods or combinations of already known methods have
to take part. Figure 4 shows the overall approach of
such an evaluation from the analytic/numerical and measurement side. In future numerical calculations will be
done in front of cost intensive measurements. The following theoretical considerations chapter should describe
in brief the analytical and methodological background for
this kind of numerical simulations.

1. At the best-point area, which corresponds to the
hydraulic design point, the underlying flow pattern
should be vortex free and therefor no runner excitation would be expected. This interpretation makes
sense, as the dynamic stresses within this area are
extremely low. As the difference between static and
dynamic excitation is so low a maximum stress theory would be enough for the estimation of the highest
stresses.
2. Additionally we see a cyclic excitation of the runner at the first and second harmonic of the gate passing frequency fGP in each operating point which is
induced by Rotor-Stator-Interaction between runner
and guide vanes and can be described by
fGP = Zg · fN

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

To interpret the measured stresses (see Fig. 2) at the
runner correctly, information of the derived frequency
spectrum are very useful. Figure 3 gives an impression
about the underlying excitations of the structure. From
literature [8–12] we know several flow phenomena and
their structural impact at different points of operation. Ta-

(1)

the number of guide vanes Zg = 20 and the rotat3

NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

Operational region

Unsteady CFD
simulations

Unsteady pressure field

Time averaging

Fourier transformation

Time signal

Static FEM
simulations

Harmonic FEM
simulations

Transient FEM
simulations

Static stresses

Dynamic stresses

Stress signal

Deterministic

Stochastic

Start-Up

RSI, VKV

SPP

Speed-no-load

RSI, VKV

SPP

Low-load

RSI, (VKV)

SPP

Part-load

RSI, DTV

(SPP)

Best point

RSI

Full-load

RSI, DTV

TABLE 1: FLOW PHENOMENA CORRELATED TO

THE OPERATIONAL REGION (Phenomena in brackets
could appear but aren’t mandatory).
LIFETIME ANALYSIS

Load spectrum

Rainflow counting

1. Unsteady Computer Fluid Dynamics Simulations
Having the mentioned flow phenomena in mind it
gets clear that such kind of pressure field calculation can only be solved by unsteady CFD calculations. It is obvious that a proper set up of the problem has to be done. All information regarding typical
Computer Fluid Dynamics belongings (for example:
meshing, interfaces, Y+, wall treatment, mesh independence study, turbulence model, boundary conditions, ...) have been published at [4]. Future discussions have to be conducted in terms of single phase
vs. cavitation models, steady vs. transient boundary
conditions, number of simulated runner revolutions
and how to include the start-up of the runner. Also
the question of data value transfer from Computer
Fluid Dynamics to Finite Element Method by using
non-matching meshes (see [14]) has to be discussed
further.
2. Static Finite Element Method Simulations
By time averaging the unsteady pressure field one can
use this information and additionally inertia forces to
calculate the mean stresses of the runner. Thus could
be important for the general layout of the runner at
the design process. Mean stresses have to be always
below the design rules and since this is a common
rule for decades no further description is necessary.
Nevertheless, for the subsequent fatigue analysis it is
necessary to start with this point.
3. Modal analysis (Natural frequencies)
To obtain a dynamic analysis of a structure the knowledge of the natural frequencies and mode shapes are
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FIGURE 4: APPROACH FOR THE LIFETIME ANAL-

YSIS OF FRANCIS RUNNERS [7].
ble 1 should give a brief classification of them correlated
to the operational region and deterministic or stochastic
appearance.
To correlate the appearing flow phenomena with their
impact to the runner fatigue different mathematical or numerical approaches are necessary. Today’s up-to-date calculation methods include mostly deterministic loads. A
way to deal with the measured data and calculation of the
deterministic parts of runner excitation is the measurement data decomposition like shown for example at [13].
In case of super positioned stochastic excitations a more
sophisticated method (see Fig. 4 - transient Finite Element Method (FEM) simulation path) has been developed. Unsteady Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations act as starting position for all subsequent Finite Element Method (FEM) simulations after appropriate data
handling for each path. Following points will give a short
background and problems to be solved at each point of
the simulation:
4

For more information see [15, 16]. Further investigations in terms of added mass effects, natural frequency of the runner in water, stiffness and damping
of the fluid-structure behavior have to be done.
4. Harmonic Finite Element Method Simulations
One of the most important harmonic excitation in
this case is the Rotor-Stator-Interaction between runner and guide vanes. Derived from [17] the resulting pressure field, combining guide vanes and runner
blade pressure field, is characterized by a modulation
from the contribution of high and low orders diametrical pressure modes. It can be expressed by the diametrical mode number k:

of major importance. Therefore a modal analysis of
the entire runner has to be performed. It is common
sense that the dynamic structure could be described
by the following equation:

[MS ] {ü} + [CS ] {u̇} + [KS ] {u} = {FS }

(2)

where [MS ] is the structural mass matrix, [CS ] the
structural damping matrix, [KS ] the structural stiffness matrix, {FS } the applied load vector and {u}
the nodal displacement vector. As the runner operates in water and not in air a coupled structure-water
model has to be investigated, where the behavior of
the water pressure could be described with the acoustic wave equation, also known as Helmholtz equation

∇2 P =

1 ∂ 2P
c2 ∂t 2

k = m · Zr ± n · Zg

with the number of runner blades Zr and the associated harmonic order m, the number of guide vanes Zg
and the associated harmonic order n. The subsequent
numerical calculation of the resulting amplitude and
phase for an operational point of the investigated runner has been published at [7]. Also [6, 12, 16] show
similar results. Further investigations have to been
done in terms of description of surrounding water at
the runner, simulation of gaps or side chambers, water damping and transfer of this method to other harmonic excitations through rotating pressure fields.
5. Transient Finite Element Method Simulations
Any stochastic pressure pulsations (SPP) due to e.g.
flow separation, transient stall effects, cavitation,
pressure waves resulting from low-load operation for
example needs a time-dependent pressure field description. The advantage of such a transient Finite Element Method simulation is the resulting stress over
time signal which can be transferred to the frequency
domain with subsequent Fast Fourier Transformation
analysis. In this case the numerical signal is in the
same order like the measured one and can be correlated. In contrast to the harmonic response analysis
the consideration of an accurate damping is of major
importance. As the knowledge for Francis runners in
this case is still limited a simplified approach by using an equivalent Rayleigh damping in the following
form

(3)

where P is the fluid’s pressure, c the sound velocity in
the fluid’s media, t is the time and ∇2 the Laplace operator. (3) can be derived from Navier-Stokes movement and continuity equation considering some basic assumptions. Further the interaction between the
structure and surrounding water at an interface has to
be taken into account resulting in following description of the fluid-structure interaction problem by using finite element discretization.



{ü}
[MS ] [0]
{ p̈}
[M f S ] [M f ]



{u̇}
[CS ] [0]
+
{ ṗ}
[0] [C f ]


 

{u}
{FS }
[KS ] [K f S ]
+
=
{p}
{0}
[0] [K f ]

(5)



(4)

where [M f S ] is the mass equivalent matrix and [K f S ]
the stiffness equivalent matrix in the interface. The
solution of the finite element modal analysis from the
runner-water coupled model gives as a result the natural frequencies and the modal shapes of the structure.
5

[C] = α [M] + β [K]

for turbines with different specific speed more data are
needed to build up a real comparable tool. Another step
forward would include an integration of fatigue analysis
into the continuous data monitoring process. At this time
where big data and live monitoring are keywords this will
hugely benefited operators of hydropower plants.

(6)

is used with the damping matrix [C], the mass matrix
[M], the stiffness matrix [K] and the Rayleigh coefficients α and β . The proposed way looks promising
with the back-draw of time and resource consuming
calculations. Simplifications have to be done to reduce the calculation time but without higher uncertainties to the results. Further investigations will deal
with the numerical setup including damping and to
include start-stop behavior of the machine by using
this approach.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Considering the theoretical backgrounds together
with the numerical approach as shown in Fig. 4 a possible future path for the calculation of deterministic and
stochastic loads at the operation of Francis turbines over
the entire operational range has been shown. A brief
classification of the underlying hydraulic phenomena (Table 1) gives an idea about the needed mathematical tools.
At the past research project prototype strain gauge measurements at the runner itself have been performed to
get an impression about the arising mean and dynamic
stresses. As the low-load area has been at the focus
the transient Finite Element Method approach has been
chosen and further developed. The developed approach
should also work in the direction of speed-no-load and
start-up which will be focus of the ongoing research
project.
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